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Abstrakt
V posledn´ı dobeˇ bylo vynalozˇeno velke´ u´sil´ı k tomu, aby byly biomedic´ınske´ znalosti, typicky
ulozˇene´ v podobeˇ veˇdecky´ch cˇla´nk˚u, snadneˇji prˇ´ıstupne´ a bylo mozˇne´ je efektivneˇ sd´ılet. Ve
skutecˇnosti ale nestrukturovana´ podstata teˇchto text˚u zp˚usobuje velke´ obt´ızˇe prˇi pouzˇit´ı
technik pro z´ıska´va´n´ı a vyvozova´n´ı znalost´ı. Anotova´n´ı entit nesouc´ıch jistou se´mantickou
informaci v textu je prvn´ım krokem k vytvorˇen´ı znalosti analyzovatelne´ pocˇ´ıtacˇem. V te´to
pra´ci nejdrˇ´ıve studujeme metody pro automatickou extrakci informac´ı z text˚u prˇirozene´ho
jazyka. Da´le zhodnot´ıme hlavn´ı vy´hody a nevy´hody soucˇasny´ch syste´mu˚ pro extrakci in-
formac´ı a na za´kladeˇ teˇchto znalost´ı se rozhodneme prˇijmout prˇ´ıstup strojove´ho ucˇen´ı pro
automaticke´ z´ıska´va´n´ı exktrakcˇn´ıch vzor˚u prˇi nasˇich experimentech. Bohuzˇel, techniky
strojove´ho ucˇen´ı cˇasto vyzˇaduj´ı obrovske´ mnozˇstv´ı tre´novac´ıch dat, ktera´ mu˚zˇe by´t velmi
pracne´ z´ıskat. Abychom doka´zali cˇelit tomuto neprˇ´ıjemne´mu proble´mu, prozkouma´me kon-
cept tzv. bootstrapping techniky. Nakonec uka´zˇeme, zˇe beˇhem nasˇich experiment˚u metody
strojove´ho ucˇen´ı pracovaly dostatecˇneˇ dobrˇe a dokonce podstatneˇ le´pe nezˇ za´kladn´ı metody.
Nav´ıc v u´loze vyuzˇ´ıvaj´ıc´ı techniky bootstrapping se podarˇilo vy´znamneˇ sn´ızˇit mnozˇstv´ı dat
potrˇebny´ch pro tre´nova´n´ı extrakcˇn´ıho syste´mu.
Kl´ıcˇova´ slova
extrakce informac´ı, strojove´ ucˇen´ı, zpracova´n´ı prˇirozene´ho jazyka
Abstract
Recently, there has been much effort in making biomedical knowledge, typically stored in
scientific articles, more accessible and interoperable. As a matter of fact, the unstructured
nature of such texts makes it difficult to apply knowledge discovery and inference tech-
niques. Annotating information units with semantic information in these texts is the first
step to make the knowledge machine-analyzable. In this work, we first study methods for
automatic information extraction from natural language text. Then we discuss the main
benefits and disadvantages of the state-of-art information extraction systems and, as a
result of this, we adopt a machine learning approach to automatically learn extraction pat-
terns in our experiments. Unfortunately, machine learning techniques often require a huge
amount of training data, which can be sometimes laborious to gather. In order to face up
to this tedious problem, we investigate the concept of weakly supervised or bootstrapping
techniques. Finally, we show in our experiments that our machine learning methods per-
formed reasonably well and significantly better than the baseline. Moreover, in the weakly
supervised learning task we were able to substantially bring down the amount of labeled
data needed for training of the extraction system.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
In recent years the amount of unstructured data stored on the Internet and other digital
sources has increased significantly. This data, however, contains often valuable, but hardly
retrievable information. The term unstructured data refers mainly to data that does not
have a data structure. As a result of this, the unstructured data is not easily readable by
machines.
Information extraction (IE) is usually defined as the process of selectively structuring
and combining data that are explicitly stated or implied in one or more documents. This
process involves a semantic classification of certain pieces of information and is considered as
a light form of text understanding [36]. The structured information can be then in turn used
as a basis for question answering, machine translation, semantic web systems etc. Currently,
there is a considerable interest in using these systems for information retrieval. This is
caused by an increasing need to localize precise information, rather than just retrieving a
list of the most relevant documents.
Consider for example a biomedical scientist, who is developing a new treatment for a
certain disease. He wants to know what can be the side effects of the substances that
his treatment is composed of. Since there is an overwhelming number of scientific studies
and research articles that should all be taken into account, it would be great to make a
conclusion from all the knowledge provided there. This example shows that although there
is a strong need for structured information, it is hardly possible for a human to process all
data manually, because there is simply too much of it. Unfortunately, machines are also
not able to directly query for the target information, because it is not stored in a structured
format. Information extraction (IE) is the subdiscipline of artificial intelligence that tries
to solve these kinds of problems [36].
The problem of transforming unstructured information to structured information can
be solved by assigning special tags, often called annotations, to certain pieces of the un-
structured data. In information extraction, annotations generally provide metadata that
describe the content of individual entities in a text. Most approaches in information ex-
traction in the past relied on extraction rules that served as a key to identify which entities
to annotate and which type of annotation to assign.
It should be noted that information extraction systems should be preferably domain
independent, or at least easily portable across different domains. In practise, many in-
formation extraction systems lack this feature mainly because of technological limitations
arising, for example, with hand-coded extraction rules. In this work we are therefore mostly
concerned with techniques that are capable of working semi- or fully automatically.
It is evident that current IE technology would allow rapid creation of extraction systems
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for new tasks whose performance would approach a human level. Nevertheless, even systems
without near perfect precision can be of real value [15]. In these cases it can be often
important to provide an interface where the user can semi-automatically validate the results
given by the system.
Although we are in this work concentrating on information extraction from plain nat-
ural language text, information extraction as a discipline is also concerned with other
multimedia sources such as image or video. The ability to extract names of organizations,
people, locations, dates and times is essential for almost all information extraction systems.
However, current approaches applied to video streams have significant shortcomings. Most
methods are either rule-based, or require huge amounts of manually labeled training data
to achieve a reasonable level of performance. The methods may identify a name, company,
or location, but this is only a small part of the information that should be extracted; we
would like to know that a particular person is a politician and that a location is a vacation
resort [58]. Besides that much work currently concentrates on information extraction from
Web pages. This source of information is regarded as semi-structured text. Information
extraction techniques for plain text are not best suited for online documents where also vi-
sual aspects and a logical structure of the documents can be taken into account in contrast
to plain text. A comprehensive overview on how to handle such documents can be found
in [7].
In this work we study information extraction techniques with a special interest in state-
of-the-art machine learning approaches, which allow us to build fully automatic and rel-
atively domain independent systems. An important part of this work lies in the area of
related work. We try to always present how the proposed techniques and mathematical
models can be put into practice and we discuss their benefits and disadvantages. Acquired
with this knowledge, we decide to focus in our experiments mainly on the task of seman-
tic relation extraction. For a start, we implement and evaluate an extraction system in
a general domain. Similar, but more advanced techniques are then used on two tasks in
the biomedical field, namely detection and classification of semantic relations. To motivate
these tasks, we provide here a brief introduction.
Introduction to Case Studies
One of the huge sources of human knowledge is Wikipedia. Wikipedia is a multilingual,
open-access, free1 content encyclopedia project operated by the non-profit Wikimedia Foun-
dation [59]. Although Wikipedia can often serve as a great source of information, the stored
knowledge may be difficult to locate or it is just a time consuming process. The problem is
that Wikipedia’s search capabilities are limited to full-text search, which only allows very
limited access to this knowledge base [5]. DBpedia is a project that face up to this precise
query problem using semantic web techniques.
In chapter 6 we present and evaluate a simple method for automatic extraction of
capital city entities from Wikipedia articles based on pattern matching. The motivation
for development of such system could be, for example, an automatic or semi-automatic
extraction of infobox tables of figure 1.1 from Wikipedia articles. The knowledge stored in
these structured tables can be in turn used to improve the search capabilities of Wikipedia
or only to provide the user with well-arranged information.
Among the application domains of information extraction, the biomedical domain is
currently the most important [36]. There have been many attempts to extract information
1Some language versions such as English one contains non-free images.
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Figure 1.1: Wikipedia infobox template for Czech Republic
from patient reports and use it in order to obtain decision support systems, patient man-
agement systems or provide a support for clinical research. Another sources of valuable
medical information are biomedical databases. The serious necessity to access this infor-
mation efficiently is caused mainly by the large amount of biological and medical literature
that is growing exponentially. Figure 1.2 shows the growth of MIM and OMIM database
in terms of numbers of entries in each edition. New results and publications are appearing
every day in research journals. Many of these publications are available online, for example,
in the MEDLINE database.
The MEDLINE database can be accessed online using PubMed service, which is avail-
able via the Entrez retrieval system developed by the National Center for Biotechnology
(NCBI). Entrez is a text-based search and retrieval system used at NCBI for services, such
as PubMed, OMIM, Protein Sequences and many others. Although MEDLINE contains
nearly 11 million records from more than 7,300 different publications dating from 1965 until
present, its search capabilities are unfortunately still very limited.
Therefore, in chapter 7, we investigate the current drawbacks of these systems and
present our experiments to automatically detect semantic relations between proteins and
subcellular locations. Our experiments will use state-of-the-art machine learning techniques
in order to become entirely domain independent. In the second part of that chapter, we
argue that only detection of semantic relations is often not sufficient. As a result, we experi-
ment with assigning 10 different semantic labels to protein-protein interactions. Finally, we
tackle the problem of minimizing the amount of training data needed to train our models.
5
Figure 1.2: Growth of the OMIM and MIM database in terms of entries in each edition
[17]
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Chapter 2
The Information Extraction
Process
In this part, the main components of a typical information extraction system are described
and it is shown how these components cooperate. Later, possible output formats of infor-
mation extraction systems are discussed.
The information extraction system architecture in figure 2.1 has two distinct phases:
The training phase and the deployment phase. In the training phase the system acquires
extraction patterns that can be created manually or learned using machine learning tech-
niques. A set of texts (corpus) selected in this stage, should be preferably similar to the
domain the system is intended for. In case of using machine learning for automatic or semi-
automatic learning of extraction patterns, the corpus is often required to contain annotated
examples of entities and/or relations involved in the extraction task.
Before the texts can be used for extrapolating extraction rules, they usually go through
a preprocessing phase (T2) in which their formal characteristics are normalized. Nor-
malization comprises harmonizing spelling and capitalization and cleaning up unnecessary
metadata. For some applications it can be useful to perform a couple of natural language
processing (NLP) tasks. This involves simple tasks, such as creating stop list (excluding
determiners), stemming (restoring words to a root form) or lemmatization (restoring words
to a dictionary form). More complicated NLP tasks, which belong to the preprocessing
phase, refer to the enrichment of textual data with linguistic metadata that will be used
as parameters in the acquisition process [36]. This step involves processes such as part-of-
speech (POS) tagging, chunking and phrase chunking (detecting sentence boundaries and
detecting noun and verb phrases respectively), shallow and full parsing, semantic tagging
etc. Fortunately, there exists a wide range of freely available tools for these kinds of tasks.
When the manual approach is applied to the generation of extraction patterns, a domain
specialist uses the preprocessed corpus to induce the extraction grammar.1 In this case, the
extraction grammar can be seen as a set of hand-made rules. By contrast, when machine
learning is involved in the acquisition learning part, the extraction grammar can be also
represented as a mathematical function or a model that is able to predict the class of a
given example. We will discuss these models in chapter 4.
In the 1990s, there was a growing concern in application of machine learning in infor-
mation extraction. Most of these methods were based on supervised techniques to learn
1This process is in information extraction from semi-structured data sometimes called wrapper construc-
tion. Wrapper is a procedure that provides the extraction of particular data in a document [7].
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Figure 2.1: The architecture of a typical information extraction system according to [36]. T
- Training phase component, D - Deployment phase component, K - Knowledge component
.
extraction patterns from plain, but also semi-structured text. In that time, several systems
were developed for automatic generation of extraction patterns. One of such systems is
AutoSlog [43], which uses a predefined set of 13 linguistic patterns. Other systems involve
PALKA [18] or CRYSTAL that are based on manually constructed concept hierarchies.
In the last decade, it is becoming more and more popular to let the system start the
acquisition process from a relatively small set of annotated examples (seed). After that, the
extraction grammar is applied on real texts in the extraction phase. The output is then used
to provide feedback in the acquisition learning phase. The model is retrained and the whole
process is iterated until the model achieves a reasonable performance. This technique is
often denoted as bootstrapping. Well-known extraction systems that rely on bootstrapping
are, for instance, Snowball [2] or AutoSlog-TS [44], which is based on a previous version
of the AutoSlog system. Espresso [39] even combines bootstrapping approach with a Web-
based knowledge expansion in order to exploit the seeds as much as possible.
As it was said, in the deployment phase the system identifies and classifies relevant
semantic information in new texts, i.e., texts that were not included in the training corpus.
The preprocessing component (D2) is as similar as possible to that in the training phase.
After preprocessing, the input texts are passed on to the extraction component (D3).
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Existing literature usually does not focus on the real world implementation of informa-
tion extraction, but rather on development and testing. As a consequence, the deployment
phase is often called the evaluation or testing phase [36]. In this phase, the system uses
the extraction grammar (K1) produced by the acquisition learning component (T3) and
possibly some other knowledge sources (K2) that can improve the quality of the extraction
process.
Among the knowledge components of (K2) let us highlight the ontology, which is cur-
rently argued to be able to significantly improve the quality of information extraction [24].
In addition, the extracted information can be used to extend the ontology with new facts
and to keep it up-to-date. Within the last 30 years, the field of information extraction
gained a lot of importance mainly fostered by the Message Understanding Conferences
(MUCs), which provided a methodology for researchers to present and evaluate their work.
They started with the fundamental tasks, such as named entity recognition or coreference
resolution going to more complicated tasks referring to scenario extraction or relation ex-
traction. The structure of the output was predefined by a template, which specified the
attributes that could be extracted for single events or more complex scenarios. The goal of
the information extraction system was to fill the template slots from the source text as pre-
cisely as possible. In [30] they argue that nowadays are available efficient inference systems,
which can work on the ontological structure, are available and therefore the ontology-based
description of the domain should be favoured over the comparatively rigid template-based
specifications of the output.
The template-based systems are called document-driven systems, because their workflow
follows the documents. On the contrary, in [33] it is proposed an alternative ontology-
driven information extraction system that instead of searching the documents sequentially
processes the ontology in some order. They seek to use ontological data and structure
to enhance the assessment of the content that is found. They claim that search based
on this approach enables them to consider much larger set of documents than could be
handled via individual document-driven processing. Another example of using ontology
to improve the quality of information extraction is described in [3], where an approach
to learn information extraction patterns from natural language text using Inductive Logic
Programming (ILP) is presented. In this approach, ontology is viewed only as a knowledge
artifact that represents the conceptualizations and on which a human annotator can lean
on while making annotations on a corpus. For more details on related work in this field see
[65].
Information extraction can be also used to populate the ontology with entities that are
extracted from texts. Note that ontologies in general encode conceptualizations that are
not bound to specific text and apply in general. To the contrary, information extraction
systems are very well-suited to find instances of concepts rather than concepts themselves
and therefore they can be better used for populating ontologies than for constructing them
[6]. There are two main classical approaches to ontology population. The first one relies on
a use of patterns (e.g. Hearst-patterns) [20]. In the second approach, the task is addressed
using contextual features [10]. Pattern-based approaches search for phrases that explicitly
show that there is an ”is-a” or ”part-of” relation between two words. Unfortunately, these
phrases do not appear too often in a corpus. On the other hand, context feature-based
approaches use a corpus to explore the context in which a semantic class tends to appear.
Fortunately, but not surprisingly, both approaches can be combined.
Generally, the state-of-the-art ontology population methods can be divided according
to a different use of training data to unsupervised methods, which usually have low perfor-
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mance, and supervised machine learning methods that reach higher accuracy, but require
manual annotations of the training set [55]. For example, in [16] the latter method is used
to create a named entity tagger that is able to classify person instances to different subcat-
egories. These persons can be then used to populate the ontology nodes corresponding to
politicians, entertainers etc.
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Chapter 3
Patterns
3.1 Pattern Recognition
In this thesis we are concerned with plain natural language texts. Our assumption is that
natural language texts are not completely irregular and that is why we are able to identify
common patterns, which can serve as a first step for retrieving the semantics of a language.
This is a consequence of the principle of compositionality and states that a meaning of
any complex linguistic expression is a function of the meanings of its constituent parts1 [36].
If a natural language would be entirely random sequence of words, it would be impossible for
humans to make any sense of it. We suppose that the meaning of a sentence is determined
by lexical elements (words and word groups), grammatical constructions (phrases, sentences
etc.) and the pragmatic ordering structure (paragraphs, headlines etc.).
Information extraction is often used for semantic extraction of entities, which are known
in advance. For instance, it might be important to extract all places of conferences referring
to NLP tasks from a certain text. Consider for a moment that we have all possible contexts
of demanded entities stored in a database. We refer to these contexts as patterns. Then,
given an unknown text we can compare each sentence of the unknown text with all patterns
in our database to find out whether the information we are looking for occurs in the unknown
text. Given the assumption that we have all possible patterns we are likely to identify most
of the demanded entities.
However, in reality this task gets indeed much more complicated. As a matter of fact,
natural language is highly ambiguous. The ambiguity is not only present at the word
sense level, we refer the reader to [31] for more details, but also the meaning of a whole
sentence can be ambiguous [27]. Although quite powerful unsupervised algorithms have
been developed for word-sense disambiguation such as [63], based on one sense per discourse
and one sense per collocation, we still have to deal with other sources of uncertainty. Firstly,
it is possible to write a sentence in large numbers of different ways. Secondly, the probability
of seeing given entity in the context2 of the whole document is extremely low. That is why
we usually cannot have all contexts (patterns), while searching for some entity. As a result
of this phenomenon, we are interested in creating such patterns that are general enough to
cover various cases of appearance of a given entity, while sufficiently selective to minimize
the error of the entity misclassification. This is often denoted as a trade-off between recall
1In fact, this is a hard problem because natural language often does not obey this principle. For example
white hair is grey, white skin has rosy color etc. The meaning of the whole is the sum of the parts plus some
additional meaning that cannot be predicted from the parts [31].
2The context is here represented by all words in the whole article appearing around the desired entity.
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and precision and we will discuss it later on.
3.2 Pattern Representation
As it was learnt in the foregoing parts, information extraction relies on pattern recognition
methods. Pattern recognition (also known as classification or pattern classification) aims
at classifying data (patterns) based on either a priori knowledge that is acquired by human
experts or on knowledge automatically learned from data. A system, that automatically
sorts patterns into classes or categories is called a pattern classifier [36]. The classification
patterns consists of features and their values. In our case, the features are textual charac-
teristics that can be identified or measured, and that are assumed to have a discriminative
value.
In this section we discuss what are the information units and their relations we want
to extract and how these units can be described with feature vector or other object that
captures the necessary feature values for correct classification.
Features
Single words, base phrases, clauses, sentences, passages etc. might all be considered as
information units to extract. However, we are mostly concerned with information extraction
of base phrases (base noun and verb phrases).
Machine learning and statistical approaches rely mainly on feature vectors extracted
directly from a document. It would not be feasible to use all features present in a text, so
we select the important ones at hand. This selection should be carefully considered, since
inappropriate feature vectors may cause inferior extraction results. All the information
units we have identified in a document can be represented by their feature vector. Features
can have numeric values e.g. discrete or real. A special type of discrete features are binary
features. Features can also have nominal values (for example certain words). However, these
features are often translated into a set of numeric values. A common demand for features
is that they have to be sufficiently discriminative. Therefore, the features are frequently
scaled, reduced or weighted. In weighting, we try to reflect the importance of a certain
feature in a given context.
A typical choice of features in document classification is a bag-of-words approach assum-
ing that words are independent of their position. In a number of experiments it has been
found that more sophisticated representations do not yield significantly better results [48].
However, in information extraction we are usually taking into account only a close neighbor-
hood or context window of an information unit and the position in the text can sometimes
play an important role. The best size of the context window often varies according to the
extraction task.
Generally, features can be according to their position in a text divided into:
• features occurring in the information unit itself
• features occurring in the context window
• features of units which are linked in a certain relation
• features occurring in the complete document
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As it was stated above, the selection of relevant features is a difficult process and often
depends on the extraction task. Now, we should try to answer the question what kinds of
relevant features are stored in a text. In summary, from every natural language text lexical,
syntactic, semantic and discourse features can be extracted.
Lexical Features
Lexical features refer to the attributes of lexical items (often words) of a text [36]. We
assume that lexical context of a target word may restrict its semantics.
A common choice for lexical features in NLP are words. Each word can be represented
as 0 or 1 in a feature vector (binary features), depending on an occurrence or nonoccurence
of a word in a certain context. Words in a context window might receive a weight according
to their importance. One of the classical weighting function is tfidf (term frequency inverse
document frequency). The main idea of tfidf is that the most semantically important words
for a given document tend to occur frequently in the document, despite their possibly rare
occurrence in the whole collection.
So far, we have assumed that members of our feature vector are individual words. This
model is often called unigram. Bigrams are pairs of words3 occurring in close proximity
to each other, and in a particular order[37]. Commonly, some unigrams and bigrams are
ignored by specifying a stop list composed mainly of prepositions, articles and conjunctions.
Note that feature vectors can have too many dimensions using the approach described
above. As a result of this, reduction techniques are used to reduce the number of these
dimensions. For example, entities can be referred to by their synonym, hypernym, hyponym
or meronym. Thesauri or lexical databases such as WordNet [34] contain these term rela-
tionships. Another popular, but purely statistical method for dimensionality reduction is
Latent Semantic Analysis (LSA).
Syntactic Features
The most common syntactic feature used in information extraction is the part-of-speech
(POS) of a word. There exist a number of part-of-speech taggers operating with a very high
accuracy. For instance Natural Language Toolkit (NLTK) [29] provides several different
implementations of POS taggers.
A number of syntactic features rely on parsing of the sentence structure. The gram-
matical role, such as subject, direct object and indirect object might play a role in the
extraction process. Grammatical roles, which are sometimes also called syntactic roles, are
detected with the help of rules applied on the parse tree of a sentence. Parse information
is also important in detecting relations between entities [36].
Semantic Features
Semantic features refer to single or multi-word units that are classified into semantic classes.
One of the most common semantic recognition task is Named Entity Recognition where we
are interested in identifying entities such as person, organization, money etc. Semantic
features can be either extracted using trained classifiers or using an external knowledge
sources. Especially useful are semantic lexicons, which contain individual words with their
possible semantic classes. There also exist gazetteers for geographical or other names.
3Bigrams can also be used for different types of features such as syntactic ones.
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Unfortunately, semantic lexica often have to be completed with domain specific knowledge
in order to be used in practical applications.
Discourse Features
Discourse features refer to features the values of which are computed by using text frag-
ments, i.e., a discourse or a connected speech or writing larger than the sentence. Discourse
features are used to a lesser extent, but will certainly become more important in future
semantic classifications [36].
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Chapter 4
Machine Learning for Information
Extraction
This chapter gives an overview of the state-of-the-art methods and algorithms for automatic
extraction and acquisition of valuable patterns from a text. The problematics of expensive
data labeling is also dealed with. As a result of this, we are mostly interested in algorithms
that are able to produce good results while starting only from a small set of hand provided
examples.
Early information extraction systems relied on rules or patterns that were usually hand-
crafted. Currently, machine learning plays a central role in the information extraction
paradigm [36]. In most cases, supervised learning is applied to automatically generate ex-
traction grammar or extraction patterns that can be seen as a set of rules, mathematical
function or only as a mathematical model. A predominant approach to addressing this
challenge has been to annotate a large corpus with the information to be extracted, and
then use a learning procedure to learn some characteristics from the annotated corpus [62].
Unfortunately, this approach usually requires a large tagged data set. Therefore, we discuss
currently promising techniques, which take supervised methods from section 4.1 as a basis,
for development of methods that are able to learn from an untagged text. We refer to them
as weakly supervised techniques and we give a brief overview of them in section 4.2.
4.1 Supervised Techniques
Supervised techniques have been very successful in information extraction. One of their
main benefits is that it is often much easier to provide a set of examples, which are in
turn used by machine learning algorithms to generalize than writing extraction rules from
scratch.
In chapter 3 we described that information units or entities to be classified can be
represented by a feature vector. The feature vector usually represents the context in which
the classified entity appears in a text, while a bigger weight is often assigned to a close
context, rather than global context.
Let x be a feature vector. The goal of machine learning is to assign a label y to
a new example. Among the statistical learning techniques a distinction is often made
between generative and discriminative classifiers. Given inputs x and their labels y, a
generative classifier learns a model of the joint probability, p(x, y) and makes its predictions
by using Bayes’ rule to calculate p(y|x) and then selects the most likely label y. Examples
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of generative models are na¨ıve Bayes and hidden Markov model. A discriminative classifier
models the posterior probability p(y|x) directly and selects the most likely label y or learns
a direct map from inputs x to class labels [36]. Examples of discriminative models are
maximum entropy model and Support Vector Machine.
Sometimes it is valuable not to classify a feature vector separately from other feature
vectors, because a relation can exist between the various classes. Thus the class to which
a feature vector is assigned does not depend only on the feature vector itself, but also on
the values of other feature vectors and the relations that hold among the classes. Context
dependent classifiers such as hidden Markov model can partly solve this problem. Finally,
some techniques present the learned patterns in a human readable format. These techniques
involve rule and tree learning or relational learning.
In information extraction we often face relatively complex problems, because many tasks
contain more nontrivial parts. For example, relation extraction is a task consisting of the
following subtasks: 1) detect the boundaries of the possible constituents 2) determine their
class 3) detect if some relation holds between them and 4) classify the type of the relation
between those constituents. We have the choice to deal with these problems separately or
we can try to solve them at once. For instance, in [12] SVMs were used for points 3) and 4)
of the example. Better results were experienced when one SVM was trained for the binary
task of relation detection and the other one for the multiclass classification, in comparison
to the approach when only one multiclass SVM was doing both tasks simultaneously. But
in general, it can be difficult to decide what type of architecture is appropriate for a given
task. Moreover, the problems are becoming even more complicated when the semantic
classes to be assigned are taxonomically structured.
In the following parts we give a very short overview on the machine learning methods
in the context of information extraction that are later applied in the practical part of
this work. Note that we do not cover all machine learning methods that are applicable
in the information extraction domain, but rather concentrate on those that were used in
our experiments. Hidden Markov Models and Conditional Random Fields are methods
that definitely belong to the state-of-the-art, but require quite a big annotated corpora to
achieve top performance. As a result of this, we did not use them in our experiments. More
on these techniques can be found in [36].
4.1.1 Na¨ıve Bayes
Probabilistic classifiers view the problem of classification in terms of P (c|d) ,that is the
probability that a document1 represented by a vector
−→
d =< t1, t2, . . . , tnd > of binary or
weighted terms belongs to a class c. Then, this probability is computed by an application
of Bayes’ theorem, given by
P (c|−→d ) = P (c)P (
−→
d |c)
P (
−→
d )
(4.1)
P (c) is the probability that a randomly picked document belongs to a class c and P (
−→
d )
is the probability that a randomly picked document has vector
−→
d as its representation. The
1In information extraction we are usually using Bayes’ classification in a context of smaller units than
documents. For example, in classification of named entities we are using a context window of size n words,
or in detection of relation type a context of a sentence is often used. However, from historical reasons, we
will refer to the context as a document.
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estimation of P (
−→
d ) is problematic, since the number of possible vectors
−→
d is too high [48].
To relax this problem, it is common to make the assumption that terms are independent
of their position and of all other words in the document. In addition, the prior probability
P (d) does not need to be estimated directly, because we normalize over all of the classes.
The assumption is encoded by the following equation.
P (c|−→d ) = P (c)
nd∏
k=1
P (tk|c) (4.2)
This equation corresponds to the multinomial na¨ıve Bayes classifier. An alternative
to multinomial model is the multivariate Bernoulli model. The difference between these
two models is in the estimation of P (tk|c). The Bernoulli model estimates the probability
P (tk|c) as the fraction of documents of a class c that contain a term t. In contrast, the
multinomial model estimates P (tk|c) as the fraction of tokens or fraction of positions in
documents of a class c that contain a term t. When classifying a test document, the
Bernoulli model uses binary occurrence information, ignoring the number of occurrences,
whereas the multinomial model keeps track of multiple occurrences [32].
In text classification, our goal is to find the best class for the document. The best class
is the most likely and is often referred to as maximum a posteriori (MAP) class.
cmap = arg max
c∈C
Pˆ (c|d) = arg max
c∈C
Pˆ (c)
nd∏
k=1
Pˆ (tk|c) (4.3)
We write Pˆ for P since we do not know these probabilities and we only estimate their
true value from the training set. The probability Pˆ (c) can be estimated as
Pˆ (c) =
nc
N
(4.4)
where Nc is the number of documents in class c and N is the total number of documents.
The probability Pˆ (t|c) can be estimated using a maximum likelihood estimates as
Pˆ (t|c) = Tct∑
t′∈W Tct′
(4.5)
In order to make these estimates robust with respect to infrequent words, we can use
Laplace smoothing
Pˆ (t|c) = Tct + 1∑
t′∈W Tct′ + B
(4.6)
where B = |W | is the total number of unique words in the training set.
The na¨ıve Bayes classifier have been used in numerous scientific studies in document
classification. In information extraction we are, however, mainly concerned with smaller
text units. In [45] na¨ıve Bayes is used in a traditional information extraction task to extract
information about terrorist events. The main motivation relies on the fact that many false
hits of information extraction systems were observed in sentences containing subjective
language. The experiments were conducted on the MUC-4 information extraction data set
with the use of AutoSlog-TS system [44]. Na¨ıve Bayes served here as a filter of subjective
sentences.
In [38] is presented a system called BioAnnotator, which is designed for identification
and classification of biological terms in biomedical texts. BioAnnotator uses domain-based
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dictionary lookup to recognize known terms and a rule engine to discover new terms. Learn-
ing module represented by na¨ıve Bayes is involved in the task of semantic classification of
terms discovered by the rule engine or by the dictionaries. During the experiment was found
that na¨ıve Bayes allows easier scaling and significantly faster training and classification than
other learning techniques.
Craven and Kumlein [11] use na¨ıve Bayes for relation classification in biomedical domain.
They evaluate relations at the document level and try to find whether there exists a relation
between two entities or not. We will discuss this work more in section 7.2.
4.1.2 K-Nearest Neighbours
K-Nearest Neighbours classifier belongs to an example-based2 family of classifiers. These
classifiers do not build an explicit, declarative representation of the category c, but rely on
the category labels attached to the training documents similar to the test set document
[48]. To decide whether a given document d belongs to a class c we look at the k documents
that are most similar to d. If there are sufficiently many similar documents, between the k
most similar documents, that are classified to the class c, then a positive decision is taken.
One of the most important things with k-NN is a good selection of a distance function.
Most common functions are euclidean or cosine similarity function. The cosine similarity
is a common vector based measurement calculating the similarity between two vectors on
a [0, 1] scale. Similarity of 1 means for two vectors to be either identical or different by a
constant factor. Given feature vectors X = (x1, . . . , xn) and Y = (y1, . . . , yn) the cosine
similarity is defined as:
cos(X,Y ) =
x1 · y1 + · · ·+ xn · yn√
x21 + · · ·+ x2n ·
√
y21 + · · ·+ y2n
(4.7)
The properties of the k-NN algorithm are quite different from other classification meth-
ods. First of all, the method does not need any training, because we only have to determine
the k parameter. During the classification, we always compare the given instance to all other
instances in the training set. This implies that the time complexity of the method is linear
with respect to the size of the training set. As a result, k-NN method have been called
lazy learner [48], since it postpones the decision on how to generalize until a new query is
encountered.
In [26] k-NN is used (taking into account only one nearest neighbour) for detection of
named entities in Spanish. They use the k-NN algorithm in the context of self-training
described in section 4.2. The main argument for using k-NN is for them its property
of taking into consideration every single training example when making the classification
decision. This is particularly useful when training data is insufficient.
PowerBioNe [67] is a named entity recognition system in the biomedical domain. Al-
though the features of the model are integrated through a Hidden Markov Model (HMM)
and an HMM-based named entity recognizer, the k-NN algorithm is proposed to resolve
the data sparseness problem by estimating the probability parameters of the HMM model.
In [66] a k-NN approach to extraction of protein names from MEDLINE abstracts is
described. The study focuses particularly on the effects of unbalanced class distribution
in the training set. Different ways of choosing negative training examples in the training
set in order to achieve better performance are discussed. Not surprisingly, it is indicated
2Sometimes also called memory-based or instance-based.
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that better precision is reached with more negative examples in the training set and better
recall is achieved with less negative examples in the training set.
4.1.3 Decision Trees
One of the oldest approaches to machine learning are approaches based on learning decision
rules and trees. Decision trees are predictive models that map observations about entities
to classes that maximize the probability of seeing that observations. A decision tree is an
acyclic oriented graph where terminate nodes (leaves) correspond to classes, inner nodes
to attributes (features) and edges to values of the attributes. Every decision tree can be
easily transformed to decision rules often regarded as ”if-then” rules. The rules are found
by searching combinations of features in the training set that are discriminative for each
class. For example, when our aim is to generate positive rules, we try to cover as much
positive examples as possible and none or fewest negative examples.
There are two major ways for accessing the feature space. General-to-specific methods
search the space from the most general towards the most specific hypothesis. One starts
from the most general rule possible, which is specialized at the encounter of a negative
example that is covered. The principle is to add features to the rules. Specific-to-general
methods search the hypothesis space from the most specific towards the general hypothesis
and will progressively generalize examples. One starts with a positive example, which forms
the initial rule for the definition of the concept to be learned. This rule is generalized at the
encounter of another positive example that is not covered. The principle is to drop features.
The combination of general-to-specific methods and the specific-to-general methods is the
so-called version space method [36].
Most common tree algorithms such as ID3 or C4.5 construct the decision tree in a top-
down way by selecting the most discriminative feature according to some assumption. For
each possible value of this feature descendant nodes are then created. To each descendant
node examples from the training set that have the same values of features on the path to
the root node are assigned. The process is then repeated until all examples associated with
a node correspond to just one particular class or until there exist a feature to select. In the
former case, we create a leaf node with the label of the class of all examples, in the latter
case, we create a leaf node with the label of the majority class among the examples.
The most difficult step of the algorithm is to determine a good discriminative feature.
The basic idea often used to find such feature is based on the fact that features which tend
to appear rarely carry more information than features that appear very often. In the most
extreme case, features that appear with the probability of 1 carry zero information, because
they are not discriminative at all. A good function that fulfills this criteria and express this
informativeness is − log2(pi) where pi is the proportion of a set S of all training examples
having the value k for some feature f .
This idea is implemented in entropy developed by Claude Shannon who was interested
in the problem of maximizing the amount of information that you can transmit over an
imperfect communication channel [31]. The entropy is defined as the average uncertainty
of a random variable. In our context, it measures the average amount of information in a
feature.
Entropy(S) = −
m∑
i=1
pi log2(pi) (4.8)
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In the process of building the tree, we want to select the feature f that is the most
discriminative. After splitting according to this feature we want to get subsets Sv where v ∈
V alues(f) that are significantly less informative than the whole set S. More precisely, the
information gain of a feature f is the expected reduction in entropy caused by partitioning
the examples according to this feature.
Gain(S, f) = Entropy(S)−
∑
v∈V alues(f)
|Sv|
S
Entropy(Sv) (4.9)
where V alues(f) is a set of all possible values of feature f and Sv is a subset of S for
which feature f has value v.
In the ID3 method, we always select the feature with the highest value of Gain(S, f).
One of the drawbacks of this method is that the value of Gain(S, f) is influenced by the
number of possible values of feature f . The C4.5 method therefore normalizes the value of
information gain.
Rule and tree learning algorithms were the first algorithms that have been used in infor-
mation extraction and they are still popular learning techniques for information extraction
[36]. The main advantage of decision trees is the ability to understand the solution found
by the learning algorithm. As a result of this, they are compatible with man-made rules,
which can be very useful when applying information extraction systems to a domain where
human-revision of rules can be beneficial.
In [50] decision trees (namely C4.5 method) are applied on the task of coreference res-
olution of noun phrases. The models were trained on the MUC-6 and MUC-7 coreference
corpora. The learning approach achieves accuracy comparable to that of nonlearning ap-
proaches. The main contribution in this work probably lies in the field of identification of
features that mostly contribute to high level of precision and recall.
In [49] an approach to named entity recognition applied to Japanese texts is described.
The presented method is not fully automatic, because dictionaries are used to reduce the
number of possible classes, which can be assigned to a given entity. Decision trees, which
are constructed automatically from the training set, are then used to resolve states in which
more than one class can be assigned to a given entity.
The predictive performance of trees is sometimes not as strong on unseen data as that
obtained on the training data. This phenomenon is described as overfitting. The problem
is that the tree is too specialized to the training data. Most common approaches try
to solve this problem by pre-pruning or post-pruning of the constructed tree. Another
way how to deal with this problem is proposed in [4]. It has been observed that the
overfitting problem can be greatly reduced by inducing multiple decision trees from the same
data. The classification of an unseen case is then determined by a weighted combination of
the classifications assigned by the multiple trees. An important step in inducing multiple
decision trees is sampling of the training data. A common approach is bagging where each
classifier is trained on a sample of documents taken from the training set. An alternative
method of sampling, which is applicable also to different methods of classifiers, is boosting.
It is an incremental approach for inducing the tree from a random selection of examples
from the training set. The main idea is to increase the probability of selecting examples that
have been misclassified by the trees induced in previous iterations. In [4] these boosting
trees are applied to categorization of Reuters-21578 collection. The results show that the
more decision trees, the better the performance.
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An interesting work in the biomedical information extraction was done in [19]. The
authors presented an extraction system for assigning protein, gene or mRNA class labels to
biomedical terms. Three different learning techniques, namely na¨ıve Bayes, inductive rule
learning and decision trees (C4.5 method), were applied in the experiments and the meth-
ods were evaluated on a relatively big corpora. The experimental results show that C4.5
achieved slightly higher accuracy than other mentioned methods. However, decision trees
and inductive rule learning proved to be significantly slower than na¨ıve Bayes during both
training and testing. Another interesting point is that the importance of different types of
features was examined. Although their corpora was quite big, it revealed that incorporating
relative positional information according to the examined term actually lowered accuracy.
4.1.4 Support Vector Machines
Machine learning techniques used to aim at creating representations that could be well un-
derstood by humans. The goal of machine learning in this paradigm was to automatically
output accurate rules that cover all positive examples (we call this property completeness)
and does not cover any negative ones (we call this property consistency). Unfortunately, it
is not always possible to discriminate between the positive and the negative class, particu-
larly because of the noisy nature of data. This lead the research in machine learning into
development of learning methods that are able to learn mathematical function that discrim-
inates the classes. As a result, there have been developed plenty of statistical and neural
network methods that are eligible for these kinds of problems. In this section we investi-
gate the method, which have been successfully applied to many problems in information
extraction and text classification.
Support Vector Machines (SVM) are in recent years becoming very popular and well
recognized. An SVM is a kind of large-margin classifier: it is a vector space based machine
learning method where the goal is to find a decision boundary between two classes that
is maximally far from any point in the training data (possibly discounting some points as
outliers or noise) [32]. Figure 4.1 shows the classification using Support Vector Machine.
Unlike other linear machine learning methods such as perceptron algorithm, which can find
any other linear separator, or like na¨ıve Bayes, which looks for the best linear separator
according to some criterion, the SVM defines the criterion by looking for a decision hyper-
plane that maximizes the distance from any data point. The distance from the decision
boundary to the closest data point determines the margin of the classifier. These points
are called support vectors and they are the only points that determine the position of the
separating hyperplane. This approach makes the SVM classifier particularly robust and
well suited for classification with low or unbalanced training data.
For the very high dimensional problems common in text classification, sometimes the
data are linearly separable. But in general case they are not, and even if they are, we might
prefer a solution that better separates the bulk of data while ignoring a few weird noise
documents [32]. A standard approach to cope with this problem is to allow the decision
hyperplane to make a few mistakes by leaving the width of the margin as big as if the outliers
were not present. We then pay a cost for each misclassified example, which depends on the
slack (a distance from meeting the maximum margin boundary requirements).
Despite the fact that SVMs are inherently binary classifiers, they can be used for multi-
class classification as well. Most common approaches are based on a so-called “one-versus-
all” classification. Another possibility is to train n(n−1)2 classifiers and to choose the class of
a given document that is selected by the most classifiers. Although we have to build a lot
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Figure 4.1: The Support Vector Machine classification on the linearly separable task [32].
of classifiers, the time for training may actually decrease, because the amount of training
data for each classifier is usually significantly smaller. However, both of these approaches
are not the best thing we can do. There exist more sophisticated techniques that can even
better deal with multiclass data.
Support Vector Machines are also applicable when the classes are not linearly separa-
ble. A general method to solve this problem is to map the feature space on to a higher-
dimensional feature space where the training set is linearly separable. Figure 4.2 shows an
example of mapping from one-dimensional space, where the points are not linearly sepa-
rable, on to a two-dimensional space. This approach makes a linear classification in the
higher-dimensional space equivalent to non-linear classification in the original space. How-
ever, the mapping function has to preserve the relatedness between data points in the
higher-dimensional space. This idea is often regarded as kernel trick. Function of SVMs
relies on a dot product between data point vectors. A kernel function is a function that
corresponds to a dot product in some feature space and satisfies the Mercer’s condition.
We will not go in details here and refer the reader for example to [32] for more compre-
hensive description. Some common kernels are Radial Basis Function (RBF), Polynomial
and Sigmoid. Recently, there have been developed special kernels that can work over the
syntactic tree of a sentence. They are called dependency tree kernels.
Although one would expect more complex kernel to perform better than, for example,
the linear one, it is difficult to assess such behavior in practice. In [61] was performed an
experimental comparison of SVMs with linear and non-linear kernels on the task of text
categorization of Reuters articles. They obtained slightly better result with the linear SVM
than with the non-linear models. Sometimes it is therefore argued that the linear kernels
seem to be more appropriate for text classification tasks. Moreover, it should be also taken
into account that the linear models are usually substantially faster to train.
The time to train an SVM is actually a weakness of this classifier. More precisely, the
theoretical complexity of training SVMs is cubic with respect to the size of the training set.
All the recent work on SVM training has work to reduce that complexity, often by being
satisfied with approximate solutions. Standard empirical complexity is about O(|D|1.7)
[32] where |D| is the number of instances in the training set. On the other hand, in [23]
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Figure 4.2: Projecting data that is not linearly separable into a higher dimensional space
can make it linearly separable [32].
they conclude that SVMs consistently achieve good performance on classification tasks,
outperforming existing methods substantially and significantly. Their ability to generalize
well in high-dimensional feature spaces eliminates the need for feature selection, which
makes their application considerably easier. Their advantage over conventional methods is
their robustness. Furthermore, SVMs do not require any parameter tuning, since they can
find good parameter settings automatically.
Because of the fact that the solution found by SVMs is not readable by humans, there
is currently much effort in rule extraction from SVMs. In [13] we can find five main
points describing the motivation behind rule extraction of comprehensible rules from SVMs.
The first point refers to the provision of a user explanation capability, which can be used
internally for reasoning and learning, and externally for the explanation of results to a user.
The second point claims that the internal states of the machine learning system are both
accessible and can be interpreted unambiguously. This property is called transparency and
it would allow the exploration of regions in generalisation space that may lead to erroneous
or sub-optimal states. The next point refers to the fact that rule extraction algorithms
currently do not allow for verification, i.e. they do not prove that a machine learning system
behaves according to some specification. However, rule extraction algorithms provide a
mechanism for either partially or completely decompiling an SVM. This is about half-way
to software verification because it allows for a comparison between the extracted rules and
the specification. One of the main points is that if a limited or unrepresentative data set
has been used in the training process, it is difficult to determine if and when generalisation
fails for specific cases. By expressing learned knowledge as a set of rules, an experienced
user can anticipate or predict a generalisation failure. The last point that has been one
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of the primary objectives for rule extraction is essential for data mining and knowledge
discovery. The idea is that a knowledge system may discover hidden features in the input
data whose importance was not previously recognized.
Generally, SVMs are applied in information extraction very often. In biomedical domain
they were used, for example, for gene and protein name recognition in [35, 54, 22]. Relevant
work on biomedical relation information extraction can be found in [64, 28, 14]. Some of this
work also deals with special kernels proposed for relation extraction. Overall, the research
in SVMs indicates that SVMs usually outperform other classification methods.
4.2 Weakly-supervised Techniques
Since creation of large annotated corpora for every new domain requires a lot of manual
labour, techniques that are able to generalize from a very small set (seed) of examples are
needed. These techniques rely on acquisition of new patterns from unannotated corpora.
In the best case, these techniques work fully automatically and during the learning process
we are consistently discovering valuable patterns. These techniques involve expansion (can
be sometimes regarded also as self-training) and co-training. If this is not our case, we can
still apply active learning. In active learning the algorithm itself decides what are the best
candidates for annotation in order to maximize the speed of the learning process.
Bootstrapping refers to a technology that starts from a small initial effort and gradually
grows into something larger and more significant [36]. The main principle of expansion is
that we apply a small seed of extraction patterns (learned from a few examples) on the
unannotated corpora in order to discover new extraction patterns. If the new member
is considered sufficiently similar to other members of the training set, it is added to the
training set. The process can be iterated until no valuable patterns are discovered.
Co-training is based on the idea that more experts may be better than one if their
judgments are combined appropriately. Following this basic idea, n classifiers are trained
using the same seed of extraction patterns, however, with disjoint, and best conditionally
independent features. Another possibility is to train them using different classification
methods. At each iteration, the classifiers are applied on the same set of unlabeled examples.
The examples labeled with the highest confidence, concerning various voting strategies such
as majority voting or adaptive classifier combination (ACC), are then added to the training
set. This process is iterated until a certain level of accuracy is reached.
Machine learning algorithms are generally applied using a randomly selected training
set. However, in many settings, we also have the option of using pool-based active learning.
In active learning the classifier has access to a pool of unlabeled data and can request the
class label for a certain number of instances in the pool. The main issue with active learning
is finding a way to choose good requests or queries from the pool [57].
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Chapter 5
Evaluation of Information
Extraction Systems
An important feature of each information extraction system is its ability to provide quantita-
tive measure of its performance. Evaluating and comparing information extraction systems
is not an easy task and it should not be underestimated. A traditional evaluation method
is to compare the results of the system to some golden standard, which is often hand-crafted
by a human annotator. Not only is this task tedious, but on many information extraction
tasks the annotations assigned by human can be hardly considered correct. Problems can
arise, for example, with subjective language. In [60] was compared the performance of four
highly skilled and experienced human annotators with three top information extraction
systems applied to the MUC-5 task. The results indicate that humans achieved up to 82%
precision and 79% recall. Machines were able to reach 57% precision and 53% recall on the
same task. When we evaluate to a golden standard in a domain where it is difficult to assign
classes objectively, we expect that a sufficiently high level of the so-called inter-annotator
agreement was reached.
All these problems, however, do not imply that information extraction systems cannot
be evaluated with high reliability. First of all, different criteria should be applied depending
on the application domain of an information extraction system. For instance, in some cases,
especially when huge amount of data is available, we want to find out whether there is an
evidence that a certain disease can be treated by a certain drug. In this case, system that
has a high precision (explained in 5.1) and low recall is appropriate. To the contrary, when
the goal of the extraction system is only to filter out the information that is not important
for us and the rest of the information is to be revised by a human curator, high recall is
more needed. Moreover, we can often evaluate on different levels of abstraction. If we are
searching for information that applies generally, we can evaluate at a document or even
higher level. This is desirable when we are asking general questions such as whether a given
gene and a given disease are related to each other. On the other hand, when our aim is
to precisely locate pieces of information to provide a user with proofs for our claim that
a given gene can actually cause a disease, it is better to evaluate at a sentence level. To
summarize, it is extremely important to understand well the goals of the systems and to
define the evaluation task precisely.
Many of the information extraction metrics were defined during the Message Under-
standing Conferences (MUC) in 1990s [36]. Overall, although all the participants of these
conferences felt strongly that evaluation is extremely important, they conclude it is costly
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Yes is correct No is correct
System decides yes true positives (tp) false positives (fp) tp + fp
System decides no false negatives (fn) true negatives (tn) fn + tn
tp + fn fp + tn tp + fp + fn + tn
Table 5.1: Contingency table for a set of binary decisions.
and requires a very large amount of time and effort [8]. The Automatic Content Extraction
(ACE) competition currently develops its own metrics. Since 1992, Text Retrieval Con-
ference (TREC) has been also operating hosted by National Institute of Standards and
Technology (NIST), which has developed several metrics for large-scale evaluation of text
retrieval methodologies. TREC has accelerated the transfer of research ideas into commer-
cial systems and helped to boost the effectiveness of retrieval systems.
It is important to stress that information extraction is usually not a final product, but
more often a component, which can be used in information retrieval, text summarization or
data mining. Because of this, we distinguish between intrinsic evaluation, where only the
performance of the extraction task is measured, and extrinsic evaluation, where is measured
the performance of the whole system in which information extraction component is involved
[36]. In this work, our aim is to evaluate only information extraction components, thus we
will always do intrinsic evaluation.
Besides considering the quality of information extraction there are also other criteria for
judging the performance. First of all, information extraction is computationally expensive
and even if the computer power has grown substantially, we should still take care of compu-
tational complexity. Another criterion to consider is the domain-coverage, which refers to
the fact that some extraction systems might work well in a limited domain, but it may be
hard for them to generalize well in case they are applied to previously unseen observations.
It is, however, often very difficult to specify the concept of the domain in order to be able
to evaluate this coverage. It is natural that we can think of more criteria, such as interop-
erability, referring mainly to input and output format of the extraction system, portability
and extensibility of the extraction system, sensitivity to the linguistic quality of the input
etc.
5.1 Standard Metrics
Information extraction adopts the standard evaluation metrics well-known from text clas-
sification, which are mainly precision, recall and accuracy. Each classification task can be
divided into n binary tasks. The result of these n decisions can be summarized in a contin-
gency table 5.1. Each entry in the contingency table specifies the number of decisions with
the corresponding result. Columns of the table refer to decisions of an expert and rows
to decisions of a given information extraction system that we are evaluating. Information
extraction systems are often used in the retrieval context where this table is applicable only
with a slight change. The row “System decides yes” only corresponds to the number of
retrieved items and the row “System decides no” corresponds to the number of entries that
were not retrieved by the system. In the same fashion, the column “Yes is correct” and the
column “No is correct” correspond to the number of relevant and nonrelevant items in the
corpus.
Given the binary contingency table we can now define precision, recall and accuracy.
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precision =
tp
tp + fp
(5.1)
recall =
tp
tp + fn
(5.2)
accuracy =
tp + tn
tp + fp + fn + tn
(5.3)
In information extraction, precision refers to the proportion of items that the system
assigns their class correctly. Recall is the proportion of all correct items to the number of
items retrieved by the system. In the extreme case every system can achieve perfect recall
by never deciding “No” or always retrieving everything. Perfect precision can be achieved
by never deciding “Yes” or never retrieving anything. An alternative is accuracy, which is
a good measure in classification tasks when we are assigning to multiple disjoint classes.
5.2 Cross-validation
If we use only one static division of the train and test set, we cannot be really sure that our
results are reliable and that they are not only an artifact of random fluctuations. Besides
that, we are often suffering from a lack of training data. To make our result more reliable
and to improve the size of both train and test set, we should adopt cross-validation.
In k-fold cross-validation, sometimes called rotation estimation, the data set D is split
into k mutually exclusive subsets (the folds) (D1, D2, . . . , Dk) of approximately equal size.
The classifier is trained and tested k times; each time t ∈ {1, 2, . . . , k}, it is trained on
D \Dt and tested on Dt. The cross-validation estimate of accuracy is the overall number
of correct classifications, divided by the number of instances in the data set [25]. Leave-
one-out cross validation is a special case of k-fold cross validation where k is equal to the
number of instances.
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Chapter 6
Extraction of Relations from
General Texts
Information extraction systems used to rely mainly on symbolic, handcrafted knowledge.
This knowledge is usually represented by a set of handmade rules. Although these systems
provide satisfactory results and are often able to be used in practical applications, significant
effort is needed to build them. Another disadvantage is that their rules are often very specific
for a target application and they are therefore not easily portable to different domains.
Our aim in this work is to work mainly with information extraction methods in the
biomedical domain. However, this chapter can rather be considered as a motivation example
of an extremely simple extraction technique that is applicable in general domain. The aim
of this chapter is to develop a simple method for automatic extraction of lexical patterns
from a selection of Wikipedia articles.
Wikipedia articles consist mainly of unstructured text, but structured information such
as different kinds of infobox templates is also present. Consider that we would like to know
what is the capital city, the area or population of the Czech Republic. The structured
information in the infobox in Figure 1.1 can help us to find the solution with less effort
than finding it in the unstructured text. As a matter of fact, if the population of the state
has changed, it is highly inconvenient to change the information on two places (both in the
infobox and in the unstructured text). Information extraction system that can extract and
synchronize the information in infoboxes with the information in text would be helpful.
6.1 Data set
We created a new data set from a selection of Wikipedia articles in order to evaluate the
performance of a method which we propose later in this chapter. The data set contains 1.6
MB of text stored in 50 files. Each file corresponds to a particular country. Only articles
that at least once mention the name of their national capital city were selected. By the
word ”mention” we refer to all parts of the article from which a human can recognize the
name of a certain capital city.
To be able to provide the data set with labels, we took the advantage of DBpedia project.
DBpedia provides Resource Description Framework (RDF) triples that can be easily used to
determine the capital of a particular country (current goal or label). The DBpedia infobox
extraction algorithm detects infobox templates and recognizes their structure using pattern
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matching techniques. The templates are then parsed and transformed to RDF triples1 [5].
To summarize, DBpedia extracts the knowledge from structured templates and transforms
it to RDF triples that can be used, for example, to answer sophisticated queries. To the
contrary, our work focuses on extraction of structured information from unstructured text,
so the RDF triples can be used to provide our database with labels quite easily.
Note that all the structured information appearing in the articles was naturally dis-
carded from our data set, so it contains plain text only. The articles were tokenized and
sentences were split using GATE2. Furthermore, all files were manually inspected and sen-
tences, which can serve as a clue to determine the name of a capital city, were annotated.
Finally, these capital city entities together with the names of their corresponding countries
form a set of positive examples. Although the whole data set contains only 99 of these
positive example pairs, it also contain a range of sentences that seem quite problematic.
We will discuss this in detail in section 6.4.
6.2 Task Specification
For better understanding of the actual task, assume that we would like to find all sentences
that precisely state what is the capital city of a certain country. This task looks similar to
one defined in [2], where the goal is to extract relation pairs, such as organization-location
from plain text. In [2] the proposed Snowball system is expected to extract these relations
between two entities that are both identified in a text. In opposition to Snowball, we are
here interested in finding relations between the whole article, which refers to a certain
country, and possibly a few capital city entities.
To give an example of the Snowball task consider the text, “computer servers at Mi-
crosoft’s headquarters in Redmond,” from which the pair Microsoft - Redmond should
be extracted. To the contrary, the presented system should extract for instance the pair
Belize - Belmopan from the file Belize when the sentence, “Over several years, the British
colonial government designed a new capital, Belmopan, at the exact geographic centre of
the country, and in 1970 began slowly moving the governing offices there.” is encountered.
6.3 Method
The system is initially provided with a number of example pairs country - capital. The
expected output are new country - capital pairs extracted from the data set. We assume
that we can decide if a word is a capital city for a given country by exploring its context.
The presented approach uses lexical features weighted according to their importance for
the task.
The first step is to search for all occurrences of a capital, provided by an example from
the training set, in a corresponding text. Its context words are then explored. Note that
the size of a context window is fixed during an experiment.
We distinguish context words appearing on the left hand side of the entity from context
words appearing on the right hand side. Context words are also weighted using a simple
idea similar to term frequency-inverse document frequency (tfidf): most indicative words
tend to appear often in a context of capital city, but they rarely appear in different contexts.
Using this approach it was for example quite easy to automatically detect that the most
1The DBpedia database is freely available on the project website http://dbpedia.org/About.
2http://gate.ac.uk/
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indicative word for this task is the word ”capital.” Summarizing the paragraph, weighted
words on the left and right hand side of a capital city entity form a pattern. We refer to
those patterns as candidate patterns.
The second step is to prune the set of candidate patterns. Our candidate patterns
can contain patterns extracted from sentences that mention the name of a capital city A
(A is a member of the training set), but it is impossible to conclude from them that A is
the capital city. For example, it is incorrect to derive that Prague is capital city from the
sentence: The occupation ended on 9th May 1945 with the arrival of Soviet and American
armies and the Prague uprising. Patterns extracted from such sentences can cause errors
while identifying new entities. Therefore, minimal confidence threshold is used to discard
them. Candidates with low confidence are considered unreliable and are eliminated from
further evaluation. Other candidates are considered reliable and form a pattern set.
The third step is to use the learned patterns in the pattern set for identification of new
relations from unseen articles. The algorithm scans the text of an article word by word. All
words beginning with a capital letter are considered as potential candidates for new capital
city entities. Their left hand side context words together with the right hand side context
words form a pattern as in the first step. This pattern is compared with all patterns in
the pattern set. A pattern similarity threshold controls how flexible the patterns are in
identifying new entities.
6.4 Evaluation Methodology
This section describes how the proposed algorithm was evaluated. Firstly, we define the
Ideal3 set, which is a set of country - capital city pairs we want to retrieve from the whole
data set. Finally, we evaluate the system using standard precision and recall metrics and
discuss the results.
6.4.1 Creating the Ideal set
For small text collections it is possible to inspect documents manually and create the Ideal
set by hand. This is exactly what we did in section 6.1 by annotating all sentences from
which a correct relation can be derived. The Ideal set then contains all country - capital
city pairs extracted from these sentences. It is important to stress that each relation pair
relates to a particular sentence or instance of a capital city entity.
Another way of defining the Ideal set is that it contains for each country exactly one
country - capital city pair. In the first definition the Ideal set can contain the same pair
more than just once, because each pair is related to one sentence from which the relation can
be derived. To the contrary, following the latter definition we have for each country, which
is represented by some article, exactly one pair. Roughly speaking, if we use the former
definition of the Ideal set, we are also interested in sentences from which the knowledge
is derived, however, in the latter, we are only interested in deriving correct pairs for each
country.
To demonstrate the difference between these two approaches, consider these sentences
from article about Afghanistan.
In 1504, Babur, a descendant of both Timur Lang and Genghis Khan, established the
Mughal Empire with its capital at Kabul.
3The Ideal set serves here as a golden standard.
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He was succeeded by his son, Timur Shah Durrani, who transferred the capital from
Kandahar to Kabul.
When evaluating the results of the proposed method using the first definition of the
Ideal set, both relations Afghanistan - Kabul from the first sentence and Afghanistan -
Kabul from the second one must be extracted, and no other relations should be found. On
the other hand, using the second definition, we aim to extract the relation pair Afghanistan
- Kabul and it does not matter from which sentence we actually extract it. We even con-
sider the extraction correct in case it derives the relation from the following sentence.
Several important centers of Khorasan are thus located in modern Afghanistan, such as
Balkh, Herat, Ghazni and Kabul.
In our evaluation we refer only to the first “strict” definition of the Ideal set.
To show how this task is, in fact, difficult it should be taken into account that for any
method based on pattern matching it is unlikely to discover that the relation that can be
extracted from the following sentence is not correct.
Ahmad Shah Durrani created a large empire with its capital at Kandahar.
The relation Afghanistan - Kandahar is not considered correct, because Kandahar is
not any more the capital of Afghanistan. Although for human it is very easy to find out
that this relation is not valid, the algorithm would have to be able to work with time
dependencies.
6.5 Results
Unfortunately, our data set is quite small. Leave-one-out cross validation is therefore a
good estimation method in order to improve the size of the training set.
A couple of tests with a different size of the context window were performed and evalu-
ated using standard metrics. Given the Ideal set from section 6.4.1 we can define precision
and recall more formally. We define Precision as
Precision =
∑|Extracted|
i=0 |li = l′i|
|Extracted| (6.1)
where Extracted is a set of relation pairs that were extracted by the system and [li = l′i]
is equal 1 if the test value li matches the extracted value l′i and 0 otherwise. Similarly we
define Recall as
Recall =
∑|Extracted|
i=0 |li = l′i|
|Ideal| (6.2)
Thus, precision refers to a proportion of correctly identified relation pairs to the size
of the extracted pairs and recall to a proportion of correctly identified pairs to the whole
Ideal set.
The results are reported in Figures 6.1 and 6.2. The algorithm performed quite well on
the first one hundred extracted items. Then the precision is going down and it is evident
that it is quite hard for the method to identify new entities. This may be caused by a limited
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size of the context window that may still be too small to cover all important context words.
The results also indicate that we were able to discover more entities using a bigger size of
the context window.
Figure 6.1: Precision of the proposed method
Here we present some of the sentences from which the relations were correctly identified:
The Parliament of Austria is located in Vienna the nations largest city and capital
The Government of Kazakhstan transferred its capital from Almaty to Astana on De-
cember 10 1997
On the contrary typical mistakes were derived from sentences such as:
Homel with 481000 people is the second largest city of Belarus and serves as the capital
of the Homel Oblast
Cordoba, Muslim Spain’s capital, was the largest, richest and most sophisticated city
of medieval Europe.
From the first sentence the incorrect relation Belarus - Homel was discovered and from
the second one Spain - Cordoba.
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Figure 6.2: Recall of the proposed method
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Chapter 7
Extraction of Relations from
Biomedical Texts
The amount of biomedical information is growing explosively and new and useful results
are appearing every day in research publications. Many of these publications are stored
in online databases such as MEDLINE, Online Mendelian Inheritance in Man (OMIM)
[17], Yeast Protein Database (YPD) or HIV-1 Human Protein Interaction Database. These
databases should ideally provide advanced query capabilities to help the user in getting
the desired information as fast as possible. As a matter of fact, automatic extraction of
useful information from these online resources remains a challenge [53], and biomedical
resources such as MEDLINE records can still be viewed as a greatly underutilized source
of information. Current systems for accessing MEDLINE (for example PubMed) accept
keyword-based queries to text sources and return documents that are hopefully relevant
to the query [11]. Our goal is, in contrast, to extract valuable semantic relations in order
to support more complex queries. As a result, a retrieval system based on this technology
should be able to return precise answers, rather than just a list of relevant documents.
First of all, in section 7.1 we identify the state-of-the-art in information extraction
of relations from biomedical text, then in section 7.2 we show how information retrieval
systems in biomedical domain can be improved using machine learning techniques. Finally,
in section 7.3 we present results in classification of different types of protein - protein
interactions into multiple classes.
7.1 Introduction and Problem Specification
In chapter 6 we developed a system that can identify relations between a country and its
capital city. Although we call the task relation extraction, because we were interested only
in capital city entities which belong to the country specified by the name of a given article
and not in capital city entities which could occur in the article accidentally, the task has
many similarities with named entity recognition. To the contrary, in this chapter we are
interested in semantic relations between two named entities appearing in a single sentence.
In particular, the problem can be divided into two parts:
• Named entity recognition
The entities of interest are proteins and subcellular locations. For example, given the
sentence:
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Vam6pPROTEIN fused with a green fluorescent protein were highly accumulated in a
few specific regions of the vacuolarSUBCELLULAR LOCATION membranes.
We want to extract strings corresponding to the semantic roles PROTEIN and
SUBCELLULAR LOCATION .
• Relation recognition
The system should identify the type of the relation that holds between the semantic
roles in a sentence. For example, given the sentence above, we want the system to
classify the sentence as containing the accumulated in relationship.
The methods we are developing are using dictionaries that were automatically extracted
from annotated corpora and contain a list of proteins and subcellular locations. In this part
of my work, we make the assumption that named entity recognition can be based only on
these dictionaries. Of course, this assumption does not always hold in practice. Overall,
we can make the following types of mistakes. In our corpora may be proteins that are not
present in our dictionary. Besides that, we can also make a mistake by misclassifying some
other named entity as a protein.
Relation recognition task is necessary for answering precise queries about entities that
may interact. For example, we would like to know if some disease can be treated by a
certain drug. A very common approach to this task is to perform named entity recognition
and then imply the existence of a semantic relation by co-occurrence assumption. This
assumption is based on the idea that two instances of different named entities tend to
appear together in a document more likely in case they are related. This means that we
are deciding whether in a document D containing two named entities A and B there is
a relation between A and B or not. Although this assumption is not very useful in case
entities A and B appear in the training set relatively rarely, it works considerably well
on large collections. Unfortunately, the rare events are those that a user is often mainly
interested in, for example, when searching if a new drug for a certain disease has been
developed.
7.2 Improving Information Retrieval by Extraction of Se-
mantic Relations
In this section, we describe our experiments performed on the task of relation extraction
from biomedical databases. We briefly cover the methods that can be used for this task
and compare a simple co-occurrence predictor method against statistical machine learning
methods. In the rest of the introduction to this section, we present the related work in this
field. In section 7.2.1 the databases used in the experiments are described. In section 7.2.2
and 7.2.3, we show the relations of interest and present the extraction method. In sections
7.2.4 and 7.2.5, we evaluate the system and discuss the results we have achieved.
In [51] was developed a prototype system for retrieving and visualizing information
from literature and genomic databases using gene names. The premise of the work is
a hypothesis that if two genes have a related biological function, then their co-occurrence
within the biomedical literature is more likely. From the collection of MEDLINE documents
the authors construct a graph with edges between pairs of genes. The edge inclusion
is determined by a user-defined threshold. The length of the genes is a function of the
occurrence of the two genes within the literature.
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In [52] a knowledge discovery method that can identify related genes is presented.
The approach relies on multiple Thesauri, representing domain knowledge as gene names
and terms describing gene functions. The method is another variant of a statistical co-
occurrence, using an idea similar to traditional tfidf . When a relation is predicted, it is
classified to classes, such as activates, binds, releases, regulates etc. Unfortunately, this
method can easily suffer from lack of data.
In [11] is presented an approach in which relation between two named entities is implied
in case they appear in a single sentence. Relations between two terms that occur more often
are considered more likely to hold. In our experiments, we use this approach to compare
with a real baseline. Next, we develop machine learning algorithms, which should approve
better performance than this relatively simple method.
7.2.1 Data Set
For our experiments we have used annotated data set created from a selection of articles
retrieved from Yeast Protein Database (YPD).
YPD is a database for the protein of the budding yeast, Sacharomyces cerevisiae [21].
By the way, it is the first annotated database for the complete proteome of any organism.
The most rapidly growing part of YPD is the textual annotation. Approximately 25 000
lines of text now describe the functions, mutant phenotypes, physical interactions, domain
structures, similarities to other proteins etc. Annotations are drawn from approximately
3500 yeast papers and abstracts, and more than 8700 yeast papers are cited in the reference
list [21]. Our selection of articles from YPD database contains 7128 sentences from which
780 describe a semantic relation of interest. The size of the data set is 4.0 MB including
annotations.
7.2.2 Relations of Interest
In our task we are interested in extraction of the following relation
• subcellular-localization (Protein, Subcellular-Structure):
The instances of this relation represent proteins and the subcellular structures in
which they are found.
The sentence from which a subcellular-localization relation can be extracted may, for
example, look like the following one
Subcellular fractionation demonstrated that Gtt1pPROTEIN associates with the endo-
plasmic reticulumSUBCELLULAR−STRUCTURE .
Here, the relation pair (GTT1, endoplasmic reticulum) should be extracted.
7.2.3 Extraction via Text Classification
In this section we present the method we have used in our experiment. The method is
similar to the one used in [11] and [9]. An example of the extraction process is given in
figure 7.1.
First of all, we are addressing the task of extracting instances of a binary relation
R ⊆ X × Y , where X and Y are sets of concepts. We assume that we are given semantic
lexicons lX and lY that can be defined as a mapping from a set W = T ∪C of terms T and
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Figure 7.1: The extraction process on the task of protein-subcellular location relation ex-
traction.
collocations C, appearing in the data set, to concepts lX : W → X and lY : W → Y . One
of the reasons why we define lexicons in this way is that, for example, one protein has often
more different lexical representations. Figure 7.1 shows a case where protein PPA2 can
have four different lexical representations PPA2, IPP2, YM8156.09, YMR267W. Thus, lX
and lY are mapping each term and collocation, which denotes a named entity of interest,
to a specific concept.
Given such lexicons, the next step is to identify instances that could possibly express a
relation in a document. In our work the instances correspond to sentences. This implies
that we are not able to detect relations between two entities that are not appearing in a
single sentence. This can result in a slight decrease in recall. However, this decrease is not
substantial at all and therefore we neglect it. When we scan the input text, we identify all
entities corresponding to members of the set X and Y using our lexicons. We extract a
relation instance (x, y) ∈ R from a sentence S in case:
(i) ∃w1, w2 ∈ S : lX(w1) = x ∧ lY (w2) = y, where x ∈ X ∧ y ∈ Y
Note that S is a set containing all terms and collocations of the sentence.
(ii) Sentence is classified as positive by a statistical machine learning technique.
The first condition says that we first identify candidate concepts x and y. Then, we
classify the sentence using a classifier, which can be seen as a filter of sentences that are not
describing any relation. If the sentence is classified as positive, the relation is extracted.
The statistical machine learning model can be learned from labeled positive and negative
instances in the training set.
As we stated in the foregoing paragraphs, we make the assumption that relation pairs
always appear within a single sentence and therefore we are not able to find relations
described over a couple of sentences. Unfortunately, we are also facing an opposite problem.
Consider, for example, a sentence that mentions multiple terms corresponding to the set X
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and multiple terms corresponding to the set Y . The sentence may specify that the relation
holds only between some of the terms of the set X and Y . However, we can only classify
the sentence as being a member of the positive class, in which case we extract all possible
relation pairs, or we classify the sentence as being a member of the negative class, in which
case we extract no relation pairs. Generally, we are in this work limited to instances that
correspond to sentences. If we worked with a smaller instances such as in chapter 6, we
would have to deal with overlapping relationships1.
In order to learn statistical models for classification of sentences, we represent each
sentence using a bag-of-words approach. In this approach, one looks at the frequency of
words in a text, without considering their order.
In our experiments we have worked with na¨ıve Bayes 4.1.1, decision tree 4.1.3 and
Support Vector Machine classifiers 4.1.4. In addition, we also worked with a k-Nearest
Neighbour classifier 4.1.2 in many different types of document representations investigating
also a similar approach to the one described in Snowball [2]. In Snowball not only whole
sentences are classified, but also smaller patterns that divide words in a sentence to the left
hand side of the first candidate term, middle context and to the right hand side of the second
candidate term. Unfortunately, the k-Nearest Neighbour classifier in all different settings
proved to be quite inefficient. This is because it always needs to compare the pattern we
want to classify with all other patterns in the training set. In general, the scalability of this
classifier is therefore not very good. As a result of this, with k-NN we were not able to run
enough experiments to achieve significant results.
7.2.4 Evaluation
In chapter 6 we considered an extracted relation to be correct only if it was retrieved from a
sentence that indeed describes it. In this evaluation, we set the task in a different way. Since
our data set is relatively big, in comparison to the one used in the previous experiment,
and we would like to compare our results to a co-occurrence predictor, described in the
beginning of this section, we are satisfied with a table of relation pairs. This table can be
useful, for example, when there is a query for all proteins appearing in the endoplasmatic
reticula.
An extracted relation is therefore considered as being correct, in case there exists a
sentence in the corpus in which the relation holds. It should be noted that as in chapter
6 we evaluated correct decisions made on the sentence level, here we are evaluating on the
relation level.
In order to be able to evaluate the results of the system in terms of standard precision
and recall measures, we sort the relation pairs according to their confidence in descending
order. The confidence of a relation pair is determined by the number of times this relation
pair has been extracted. For example, when a relation pair is extracted multiple times,
it has a bigger confidence than a relation pair that has been extracted only once. Once
the relation pairs are sorted using this method, they are compared to the correct table of
relation pairs. This table is created from annotations that have been assigned by an expert
with biological background. We refer to this set as Ideal.
In comparison to the previous task (chapter 6), the precision and recall is defined in
the following way. Let L = l1, l2, . . . , ln be a sequence of all relation pairs that have been
extracted by the system sorted in descending order according to their confidence, and let
1An approach based on frame theory could be possibly used, but we did not investigated it in this work.
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Ideal be the set of all correct relation pairs in the data set. The precision for some k < n
is than defined as
Precision =
∑k
i=0 |li ∈ Ideal|
k
(7.1)
where [li ∈ Ideal] is equal 1 if relation pair li ∈ Ideal and 0 otherwise. Similarly we
define Recall as
Recall =
∑k
i=0 |li ∈ Ideal|
|Ideal| (7.2)
7.2.5 Results
To improve the reliability of the results and to avoid random fluctuations, the data set was
divided into 5 folds preserving the proportion of positive and negative sentences in each
fold. After that, we run the experiments2 and cross-validated across the folds. Pictures 7.2
and 7.3 show the precision and recall of the system on the subcellular-localization task.
Figure 7.2: Precision of the system on the extraction of subcellular-localization relation
from the YPD database
The graphs indicate that we were able to improve the results substantially in comparison
to the co-occurrence predictor. Moreover, with decision tree we achieved 94% precision in
comparison to 68% precision of the co-occurrence predictor at k = 143. This corresponds
to approximatelly 25% recall. The linear SVMs performed best. Na¨ıve Bayes was the fastes
to train, but has been outperformed by both decision tree and SVM.
2The extraction system is implemented in Python and uses classifiers from the Orange toolkit http:
//www.ailab.si/orange/.
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Figure 7.3: Recall of the system on the extraction of subcellular-localization relation from
the YPD database
Although the improvement in precision over the co-occurrence method is significant,
all three presented machine learning methods achieved lower recall than the co-occurrence
predictor. The recall of SVMs was, however, only slightly lower3. This is caused by the fact,
that we either classify the sentence as being a member of the positive or being a member
of the negative class. This problem can be solved by setting a task more like a regression,
rather than classification. For example, the model should, instead of strictly accepting or
rejecting instances, return the estimated probability that the instance is positive. In [11] it
is shown that the na¨ıve Bayes estimated posterior probability that each sentence is in the
positive class can be combined with the class probabilities using the noisy or function [40].
confidence = 1−
N∏
k
[1− Pr(c = pos|sk)] (7.3)
Here, Pr(c = pos|sk) is the probability estimated by na¨ıve Bayes for the k-th element
of our set of sentences. Although in [11] na¨ıve Bayes in this setting proved to be less precise
than classical na¨ıve Bayes, it naturally provided better recall. In particular, the recall was
identical to the co-occurrence predictor. An interesting possibility would be to combine
the high precision of the former method with the high recall of the latter one. In [42] the
authors show that it is possible to build a hybrid classifier that will perform at least as well
3Note that the recall in our experiments is slightly bigger than the one measured in [11]. The reason for
this is that we create the Ideal set from the annotated corpora where only relation pairs appearing in a single
sentence are mentioned. To the contrary, in [11] they took into account also the relation pairs appearing in
a broader context. As a result, our 100% recall corresponds approximately to 78% recall mentioned in [11].
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as the best available classifier for any target conditions. In some cases, the performance of
the hybrid can actually surpass that of the best known classifier.
7.3 Semantic Classification of Protein-Protein Interactions
Protein-protein interactions refer to the association of protein molecules and the study of
these associations from the perspective of biochemistry, signal transduction and networks.
Identification of these interactions remains one of the greatest challenges in modern ge-
nomics. In this section we address the problem of multi-way relation classification, applied
to identification of the interactions between proteins from bioscience text. This section
builds on the work of [47].
The main difference between the relation extraction task specified in section 7.2 and
this one is that this section not only detects whether there is a relation or not, but rather
specifies the type of the semantic relation. As it is shown in [46], some approaches in this
field simply report that a relation exists between two proteins, but they do not determine
which relation holds (for example the task specified in section 7.2), while most others start
with a list of interaction words and label only those sentences that contain these trigger
verbs. In order to improve the accuracy of both of these approaches, we will use machine
learning techniques to classify the relations into multiple semantic classes based on their
semantics.
7.3.1 Data Set
In our experiments we use a collection of sentences from HIV-1 Human Protein Interaction
Database. This database provides scientists in the field of HIV/AIDS research a concise,
yet detailed, summary of all known interactions of HIV-1 proteins with host cell proteins,
other HIV-1 proteins, or proteins from disease organisms associated with HIV/AIDS [1].
This database is manually curated. The main reason for using this database is that it
contains information about the type of protein interactions and it can therefore serve as a
good source of labeled data.
As in [47], we refer to the combination of a protein pair PP and an article A as a
“triple.” The goal is to automatically determine the interaction type of PP pairs in each
triple and use this information to assign correct interaction type to the whole triple. For
example, the following sentence, which mentions the PP pair (cdk7, tat) found in article
A, is associated with some interaction type.
These results are consistent with a recent report by ( Chen and Zhou 1999 ) , who
observed that TatPROT2 can still stimulate transcription elongation after the removal of
CDK7PROT1 from TFIIH by treatment with high salt and immunodepletion.
Decisions about all such sentences in a triple are combined in order to assign correct
interaction type (stimulates) to the whole triple.
Although the database in some cases reports multiple different interactions for a given
triple, these triples have been excluded from our experiments. However, PP pairs with
multiple interactions are included in case these interactions are reported by different articles.
In our experiments, we are using a data set4, which has been created from full-text
journal papers referring to a random subset of the PP pairs. In addition, our data set
4Available online at http://biotext.berkeley.edu/data.html.
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Papers Citances
Interaction sentences triples sentences triples
Degrades 60 5 63 6
Synergizes with 86 4 101 10
Stimulates 103 11 64 13
Binds 98 10 324 36
Inactivates 68 12 92 10
Interacts with 62 10 100 21
Requires 96 6 297 9
Upregulates 119 11 98 16
Inhibits 78 12 84 23
Suppresses 51 5 99 7
Total 821 82 1322 151
Table 7.1: Number of interaction sentences and triples
also contains sentences that have been extracted from other articles, which explicitly cite a
given article A. In [41] is introduced a neologism, citances, to mean sentence(s) surrounding
the citation within a document. The main idea behind this is that citances in bioscience
literature are more likely to state biological facts than arbitrarily chosen sentences in an
article. They also tend to be more conscious, since the authors try to summarize previous
related work, which has already been described in detail in the original paper.
We selected 10 interactions of Table 7.1 that fulfills the requirement of minimum number
of 40 sentences for each type of interaction. The sentences that contain PP pairs describing
one of these interactions have been collected and form our data set. In [47] it is argued that
a hand-assessment of the individual sentences shows, that there are some sentences in the
data set that mention the target proteins PP , but do not, in fact, describe the interaction
I. Thus, the labels to the PP pairs are assigned at the document level (to determine if the
algorithm can predict the interaction that a curator would assign to a document as a whole
given the protein pairs).
7.3.2 Classification Methods
As we have discussed in the previous section, our goal is to assign interaction I to a given
PP pair. In [47] two generative (na¨ıve Bayes and dynamic graphical model based on
previous work on relation extraction) and one discriminative (feed-forward Neural Network
with hyperbolic tangent activation function trained with a gradient descent method) models
were used. On the contrary, we are using na¨ıve Bayes, k -Nearest Neighbours, decision trees
and Support Vector Machines.
Our problem can be described as a 10-way classification problem, which is more complex
than most of the related relation extraction work where the task is usually to make binary
predictions.
In our experiments we want to:
(i) Compare the results of the mentioned machine learning techniques on this task.
(ii) Bring down the amount of labeled data needed to train the models.
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First, we train and evaluate different learning methods on the data set using 5-fold
cross-validation described in 5.2. The evaluation is measured at a document level referring
to the fact that sentences in each triple always describe the same relation type. We always
ensure that sentences from one triple do not appear in both training and testing set5. This
way of division is very important. We tried evaluating relations when the sets were not
divided in this way, which resulted in almost 10-20% boost in accuracy. Unfortunately,
this boost was caused by overfitting of the classifiers that were, in fact, doing document
identification instead of relation classification.
This time, we do not use precision and recall measures for evaluation. Our data set
consists of sentences containing PP pairs and therefore classification of a single sentence
can only result in correct or incorrect association of a particular protein interaction to a
given PP pair. That is why, accuracy is more appropriate in this case and refers to a
proportion of correctly assigned interaction labels to the size of the whole data set.
Second, we investigate the idea of active learning described in 4.2 and initially train
the models from a very small seed of example sentences. In particular, we train in our
experiments the models on a seed that contains for each interaction type only one example
triple. The seed was chosen manually, however, no special care was taken to the selection
process. In the future, it would be interesting to see, what impact on the results can have a
good selection of seed sentences. The learned model is used to classify the rest of sentences
in the pool. The sentence which is assumed to help us most is in turn selected from the
pool and we ask a qualified user to associate an interaction type to it. We will explain how
to choose this sentence later. The sentence with its corresponding triple sentences is then
added to our seed and the whole process is repeated until a sufficient level of accuracy is
reached. The evaluation of the second approach can be measured as a level of accuracy at
a given number of labeled triples. In this way, we would like to demonstrate that a proper
selection of training sentences indeed improves the accuracy with respect to the number of
labeled sentences.
For the active learning task we used Support Vector Machine learners. Our SVM ac-
tive learner contains a query component that, given a current training set, decides which
instance from the pool to query. Because SVMs operate on the version space, we shall
choose to query instances that reduce the version space as much as possible. Intuitively,
one good way of doing this is to choose a query that halves the version space. Since it is not
practical to explicitly compute the sizes of the new version space, we should approximate
this procedure. In [56] a simple margin method is explained, which results in a natural
rule: learn an SVM on the existing labeled data (seed) and choose as the next instance to
query the instance that comes closest to the hyperplane.
7.3.3 Results
First of all, for each sentence corresponding to a certain triple we find the interaction that
maximizes the probability of interaction given the features and then assign to all sentences
of this triple the most frequent interaction6. We do not use protein names as features for
5Note that in [47] roughly 75% of the data set was used for training and the rest for testing. In our
experiments, we use k-fold cross-validation where the folds are divided in such a way that each fold contains
approximately the same proportion of interaction types with respect to the whole data set. Thus, our results
can slightly differ and comparisons should be taken with care.
6Note that in [47] it is indicated that this leads to a slightly better results than to choose the interaction
that maximizes the sum over all the triple’s sentences.
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Accuracy
Method Papers Citances
linear SVM 63.4% 68.2%
Decision tree 59.8% 54.9%
k-NN 57.3% 58.9%
na¨ıve Bayes 57.3% 62.2%
Base 11.0% 9.9%
Table 7.2: Accuracies for the task of 10-class labeling of protein-protein interactions
Predictions
Truth D SyW St B Ina IW R Up Inh Su Acc. %
Degrades (D) 6 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 100.0
Synergizes with (SyW) 0 3 0 0 0 1 0 2 4 0 30.0
Stimulates (St) 0 0 5 3 0 1 4 0 0 0 38.5
Binds (B) 0 0 1 28 1 1 1 0 4 0 77.8
Inactivates (Ina) 0 0 0 0 10 0 0 0 0 0 100.0
Interacts with (IW) 0 2 0 6 0 5 2 2 3 1 23.8
Requires (R) 0 1 0 0 0 0 8 0 0 0 88.9
Upregulates (Up) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 14 2 0 87.5
Inhibits (Inh) 0 1 0 2 1 0 1 1 17 0 73.9
Suppresses (Su) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 7 100.0
Table 7.3: Confusion matrix for the linear SVM for citances. The members of the matrix
correspond to the number of triples.
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the learned models, although this can help to reach a better performance. This is because
we consider this approach unfair since the classifiers can overfit on the data set.
The results on the first task are reported in picture 7.2. The linear SVM classifiers
performed best (the confusion matrix for citances is reported in table 7.3)7. However, other
methods also worked relatively well in comparison to the baseline. The baseline is measured
using cross-validation and indicates the accuracy we achieve in case, we always classify to
the majority class determined from the training set. The results present that on papers
we achieved 63.4% with the linear SVMs, which is about 5.6% more than the dynamic
model presented in the work of Rosario [47]. In this experiment, our baseline seems to be
comparable (we measured 11.0% and they 11.1%), the results for na¨ıve Bayes seem to be
very similar as well. To the contrary, on citances we have measured quite different level
of the baseline and therefore we are not able to make a comparison. The reason for this
is probably, as it was stated above, different division of the training and testing set. In
classification with decision trees, it is possible to work with many different variants and
parameters. As a result of this, we cannot conclude that decision trees are not able to reach
slightly better accuracy than it is reported in table 7.2.
Another interesting point is that we generally achieved slightly higher accuracies with
citances. A possible explanation for this may be that citances really provide more conscious
description of semantic relations, as it is claimed in [41]. On the other hand, we can also
argue that the higher accuracy of citances could have been caused by having more training
data in each fold. However, there may be some other possible explanations.
Figure 7.4: Accuracy of the system with respect to the number of labeled sentences from
papers
7We also experimented with nonlinear variants of SVMs, but slightly better results were obtained with
the linear kernel. This conforms with the study of [61].
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Figure 7.5: Accuracy of the system with respect to the number of labeled sentences from
citances
The results of the active learning experiment are reported in figures 7.4 and 7.5. We
have experimented only with linear SVMs, which proved to have the best performance in
our previous experiments. The baseline shows the accuracy of the system, if we always
assign a given sentence to the majority class according to the composition of the training
set. Note that in the baseline method, we always ask the expert to label the sentence
(triple) about which interaction type we are most unsure (which corresponds to a class that
has fewest examples in the training set).
Our results indicate that the method we use to choose which sentences to label indeed
approximately minimizes the number of labeled sentences needed to achieve a reasonable
level of accuracy. We say approximately minimizes, because we are not able to prove it.
It is possible and quite probable that there exist sequences of sentences to query from the
pool that lead to better results. To prove that our method chooses the best sequence we
would have had to first try all of them, but this is computationally infeasible. As a matter
of fact, our query function can be considered only as a rough approximation of the best
query function. The same holds for our approximation of the worst case method. In this
method we always ask the expert to label the sentence from the pool about its class we are
most sure. This corresponds to an instance that does not lie in the margin of the SVM.
The random method chooses the instances from the pool randomly. Therefore, the results
of this method were averaged over five runs. During our experiments, the random method
performed substantially better than the worst case method, but still considerably worse
than the active learning method.
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Chapter 8
Conclusion and Future Work
In this work, we studied methods for automatic extraction of semantic information from
text. In the theoretical part, we presented the current state-of-the-art and discussed the
advantages and disadvantages of several methods applicable to information extraction. It
was presented how information units can be represented by feature vectors and then used
in turn by machine learning techniques. We also indicated a wide range of research studies,
taking into account applications in the biomedical domain, that adopted some of these
techniques in their experiments.
Later, we have developed a system for pattern extraction in a general domain and
evaluated its performance on the selection of Wikipedia articles. This system served us
as a basic experiment that inspired us to try more sophisticated techniques. Finally, we
successfully applied these techniques in the biomedical context and discussed their results
in detail. One of the main contributions can be seen in application of active SVM learners
to the problem of 10-way protein interaction type classification.
Our research indicates that information extraction systems can achieve a sufficient level
of performance to be applicable in practice. Particularly, information extraction from
biomedical texts is currently a domain where actually almost every system which achieves
better results than simple statistical techniques is of real value.
On the other hand, there is still a lot of space for future work. In our experiments, it
would be interesting to use more advanced features in both relation detection and relation
classification. A good step forward would be to experiment with the grammatical structure
of sentences. The grammatical structure can be, for example, represented by dependency
trees. Fortunately, SVMs offer a promising solution to deal with features in this form using
dependency tree kernels. We would like to experiment with different features and find,
which features contribute most to the performance of the extraction.
Overall, one of the most interesting issues would be to compare our results for both
detection and labeling to results that can be achieved by humans and by hand-made rules.
Another thing to consider is to investigate the approach of induction of decision rules from
SVMs. The solution found by SVMs can be then inspected from the linguistic point of
view.
Finally, and more generally, although current research in information extraction is often
focusing on quite difficult extraction tasks, these tasks are mostly designed to extract very
specific entities or relations. On one hand, it is extremely important to have a great number
of comparisons of different approaches to information extraction applied to many different
tasks. An advantage of such research studies is that it is possible to measure and discuss the
performance of extraction systems on such limited tasks, which is becoming considerably
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more difficult in more complex tasks. On the other hand, there is still no firm evidence on
applications of the more difficult extraction tasks in complex systems that take information
extraction only as a necessary input component for reasoning, advance querying, semantic
web etc.
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